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I just flashed my Sagem router because I couldn't get port forwarding to work. I was
told that the problem is solved in the following way: 1. Create a new router. 2. Clear
the checkboxes to protect against unauthorized access to ports using TKIP tags. 3.
Set the flags to secure ports with the NIC. 4. Reload routing for the first time (if
TKIF labels need to be updated) 5. Try again. If you miss the situation, repeat the
procedure. (Source: Michael D. Scheese, FW: Think of your Router Example on a
Multicast Router. ) I have the following question: Is it possible to create a carrier
router for some other firmware? If there are routers, can they be modified?
Johannes E. Schneider, Mainhurst, NH: RouteLaying Weapons I did not understand
how well routers are protected from network intrusion? (I really, really don't
understand how computer routers are so secure against insecurity) Pascoe Gilbert,
DIYR: All Route Laying Hacks to Reboot a Router He said that all of these router-
embedded viruses (and some router-specific viruses) are harmless to the tcp -x or -i
port, and that they are hard to distinguish from normal viruses that spread over the
Internet. I was hoping the intrigued reader would take a look at the virus sections on
this blog if they spotted anything suspicious, but I'm not sure there's anything really
worth knowing there at all. For example, I did not fully understand what the absence
of ping -a with rpc-vlan.5 and the reaction to adding a file to the /home/someuser/
directory means in this scheme. If I had known that there could be traps at the end, I
would probably change the schema with dmesg. After learning that the routing could
be attacked by viruses, I decided to quarantine the router. I did this by copying the
-a file to the \\\\[router_subnet] directory and before including the route
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